
 

 

Philips
Portable CD Player

AX2301
Jogproof

With its easy-to-use approach to portable music, you will love the AX2301 CD player. 
You get versatile CD playback, uninterrupted music and everything you need for music 
on the go in an attractive metallic silver, tear drop shape.

Enhanced bass performance
• Digital Dynamic Bass Boost for optimised bass at any volume

Jogproof
• ESP for skip-free music on the move

Enjoy all kinds of discs
• Play CD, CD-R and CD-RW discs



 Digital Dynamic Bass Boost
Digital Dynamic Bass Boost is an intelligent bass 
booster that delivers maximum bass enhancement at 
high volumes without sound distortion and at low 
volumes without compromising on bottom-end bass 
frequencies. Technologically advanced electronics 
constantly monitor volume and bass levels, precisely 
calibrating both to prevent sound distortion, thus 
producing optimised bass. Digital Dynamic Bass 
Boost enables the enjoyment of superb bass 
performance - regardless of the chosen volume level.

Electronic Skip Protection
Electronic Skip Protection ensures skip-free music 
even when your player is subjected to knocks and 
jolts while you're jogging or on the move. As your 
CD plays, music is constantly fed into the player's 
memory buffer, which temporarily stores your 
music. When the device is subjected to knocks or 
jolts - accidentally or during sports - you will still 
experience uninterrupted sound from the music 
stored in the buffer while the laser promptly 
refocuses to the point at which the shock occurred, 
and recommences playing to refill the buffer.

Play CDs, CD-Rs and CD-RWs
Philips is known for making products that are 
compatible with many discs available on the market. 
This audio system lets you enjoy music from CD, 
CD-R and CD-RW. CD-RW (CD-Rewritable 
Compatible) means that your audio system can play 
both CD-Recordable (CD-R) and CD-Rewritable 
(CD-RW) discs. CD-R discs are recordable once and 
can be played on any audio CD player while CD-RW 
discs can be recorded and rewritten multiple times 
and can only be played back on compatible audio CD 
players.
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